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Abstract: Inverse design of nanophotonic devices becomes increasingly relevant for the13

development of complex photonic integrated circuits. Electromagnetic first-order simulations14

contribute the overwhelming computational cost to the optimization routines in established15

inverse design algorithms, requiring more efficient methods for enabling improved and more16

complex design process flows. Here we present such a method to predict the electromagnetic field17

distribution for pixel-discrete planar inverse designed structures using deep learning. Our model18

is able to infer accurate predictions used to initialize a conventional Finite Difference Frequency-19

Domain-algorithm and thus lowers the time required for simulating the electromagnetic response20

of nanophotonic device layouts by about 50 %. We demonstrate the applicability of our deep21

learning method for inverse design of photonic integrated powersplitters and mode converters22

and we highlight the possibility of exploiting previous learning results in subsequent design tasks23

of novel functionalities via finetuning on reduced data sets, thus improving computational speed24

further.25

1. Introduction26

Inverse design plays an increasingly important role in realizing compact and high-performance27

devices for photonic integrated circuits [1, 2]. The efficiency and complexity of nanophotonic28

devices with computer generated layouts is increasing steadily, benefiting from recent development29

of sophisticated optimization algorithms. The range of applications spans from efficient fiber-to-30

chip coupling [3–5] over complex multi-port sub-wavelength interference-based devices [6] to31

the realization of well established fundamental circuit components in novel and promising, yet32

challenging material platforms [7]. Current efforts address demands for higher device performance33

and more complex functionalities, requiring either larger device footprints [8] or smaller feature34

sizes [9] to increase the solution space of the optimization problem. The correspondingly35

larger simulation mesh imposes challenging requirements onto the electromagnetic simulation36

routines employed in the evaluation stages of iterative design processes. Moreover, the increasing37

utilization of data driven [10] and machine learning-based [2] approaches leads to a high number38

of electromagnetic simulations being required during the optimization process for larger problem39

statements, causing a significantly higher consumption of computational resources. In order40

to reduce the computational costs of electromagnetic first-order simulations, which demand41

the biggest share of the employed resources, it becomes imperative to develop new evaluation42

routines tailored to the specific requirements of iterative nanophotonic inverse design algorithms.43

Numerous deep learning based approaches have been demonstrated to accelerate first-order44

electromagnetic simulations, ranging from an implementation of the perfectly matched layer45

boundary condition to reduce ill-conditioning of the coefficient matrices [11, 12] over reduction46



of numeric dispersion [13] to employing surrogate models for the optimization of periodic47

nanostructures [14, 15]. While the acceleration of simulation algorithms using deep learning in48

the context of metamaterials has gained great popularity, the application to pixel-discrete inverse49

designed structures featuring complex and non-periodic geometries poses new challenges.50

In this work, we show how the computation time required to solve three dimensional finite-51

difference frequency-domain (FDFD) problems in the context of iterative nanophotonic inverse52

design methods can significantly be decreased. We demonstrate a deep learning based pipeline53

to predict an initial guess of the electromagnetic field, which closely resembles the result of a54

first-order FDFD-simulation. We use the predicted time-harmonic field to seed commonly used55

iterative solving methods for large complex-valued sparse matrices, such as the widely-used56

BiConjugate Gradient Stabilized (BiCGSTAB) method [16]. Our model, based on the U-Net57

architecture [17], is trained on samples consisting of pairs of inverse designed structures with the58

corresponding simulated time-harmonic electromagnetic response to the involved input-modes.59

These samples are picked from intermediate states of an iterative inverse design optimization60

procedure, which makes our approach independent of specific algorithm choices, thus seamlessly61

integrating into established inverse design workflows. We here consider the FDFD-residual as a62

metric for overall performance and find that our deep-learning model is capable of providing63

initial guesses that closely approach final solutions, therewith vastly outperforming common64

random or zero-vector initializations. We demonstrate the method on an exemplary optimization65

procedure of an asymmetric powersplitter where we save 47.3 % of the FDFD-iterations on66

average, which translate directly into time and resource savings. Once trained on a specific device,67

the model can quickly adapt to different device functionalities and surrounding nanophotonic68

geometries. We demonstrate the versatility of our method by finetuning a pretrained model on a69

very small dataset of unseen devices featuring structures from the optimization of a symmetric70

powersplitter and a fundamental transverse electric (TE00) to TE20 modeconverter. Successful71

training is quickly achieved, resulting in a decrease of the number of iterations required to solve72

FDFD-problems on these devices by substantial amounts.73

2. Concept and integration74

A nanophotonic inverse design problem is typically defined by an area of variable permittivity75

surrounded by a fixed waveguide geometry together with physical constants such as the refractive76

indices of the materials involved and the objective function which maps an external excitation to an77

arbitrary figure of merit. The inverse design algorithm then usually processes information derived78

from the electromagnetic response of the given structure to an excitation such as an incident79

waveguide mode to acquire insights into how the variable part of the examined permittivity80

distribution needs to be modified to achieve the design objectives. This process, illustrated in the81

upper closed loop show of Figure 1, is performed in an iterative manner with the ultimate goal of82

maximizing the objective function. However, calculating the electromagnetic response of a given83

structure is a time-consuming and resource-intensive task because the accurate simulation of84

structures exhibiting sub-wavelength sized features prohibits the use of approximations and thus85

requires first-order approaches, such as fine grained finite-element or finite-difference methods,86

where the latter are commonly encountered in the context of pixel-discrete nanophotonic inverse87

design employing Yee-grid discretization [18]. The finite-difference equations are often solved88

in the frequency domain by calculating the time-harmonic field using the FDFD method, because89

it is straightforward to derive gradient information from steady state fields and due to faster90

convergence behavior for resonant structures. To derive the FDFD problem from Maxwell’s91

equations we can, without loss of generality, assume a time dependence of exp (−𝑖𝜔𝑡), which92

yields the time-harmonic Maxwell equation for the electric field 𝐸 ,93

∇ × `−1
0 ∇ × ®𝐸 − 𝜔2𝜖 ®𝐸 = −𝑖𝜔 ®𝐽, (1)



where `0 and 𝜖 are the magnetic permeability and electric permittivity, respectively, 𝜔 is the94

angular frequency and ®𝐽 is the current distribution of the source. Using the Yee-discretized95

forms of the operators and field components, Equation 1 can be rewritten as a system of coupled96

equations using the relations A = ∇ × `−1
0 × −𝜔2𝜖 , ®𝑥 = 𝐸 and 𝑏 = −𝑖𝜔 ®𝐽 yielding97

A · ®𝑥 − ®𝑏 = ®0. (2)

Here, an exact solution vector satisfies Equation 2 such that the right hand side (RHS) is zero.98

An inexact solution leads to a RHS different from zero, where we refer to99

𝑟 = | |A · ®𝑥 − ®𝑏 | |2 (3)

as the FDFD-residual, which can be understood as a metric for how closely ®𝑥 resembles the100

analytically exact solution. A is a complex valued, ill-conditioned, sparse Matrix, which grows101

rapidly in size for three dimensional simulations. Therefore, the common approach to solve for102

®𝑥 is iterative refinement using methods such as BiCGSTAB. These methods iteratively modify103

®𝑥, such that 𝑟 is reduced. As soon as 𝑟 falls below a certain threshold, 𝑟thresh, the solution is104

considered sufficiently accurate and the simulation routine terminates. In general, initializing the105

simulation with a starting vector ®𝑥0 that is similar to a solution ®𝑥 satisfying the residual related106

convergence criterion leads to a decrease in the number of required FDFD-iterations.107

Inverse Design
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FDFD
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Finalized 
Field

Fig. 1. Flowchart describing the interaction of our deep-learning model (bottom) with
arbitrary iterative inverse design workflows based on FDFD simulations.

Inverse design algorithms usually perform a high number of simulations for similar structures108

that only differ slightly, e.g in a small number of pixels. We here use the structures together109



with the associated electromagnetic fields to train a deep learning model. The model infers a110

guess for the electromagnetic field associated with a previously unseen structure based on prior111

simulations. The dataflow is schematically depicted in Figure 1. We extend the general procedure112

of iterative inverse design algorithms by the "model trainer" shown in the bottom part of Figure 1.113

For any new structure that the algorithm produces we query the model for an initial guess serving114

as a starting point for the FDFD-procedure. The resulting field is evaluated by the inverse design115

algorithm, as described above, and additionally, paired with the associated structure information,116

fed into a database of the training- and prediction-module. The module asynchronously trains the117

model on the acquired data pairs. Thus the prediction gets increasingly more accurate as the118

optimization proceeds.119

3. Deep learning model120

Our approach is based on mapping the three dimensional permittivity distribution that represents121

the simulation cell to a corresponding electric field distribution, consisting of three real valued122

electric field components and three imaginary field components describing the phase per Yee-grid123

element. We adapt the V-Net architecture [19], a three dimensional variant of the U-Net [17]124

commonly employed in image segmentation and reconstruction, to fulfill the special requirements125

of our application in nanophotonics. The U-Net was shown to be highly successful in handling126

complex higher dimensional data including irregular shapes and pixel-discrete features [20, 21]127

while retaining spatial information. This makes it a promising candidate for learning the complex128

relations between spatial distributions of dielectric material in inverse designed nanophotonic129

devices and the associated electromagnetic fields.130

Fig. 2. U-Net-based Neural Network architecture. The permittivity distribution of the
inverse designed device including the surrounding waveguide geometry is progressively
compressed by the encoder, thus enforcing increased feature abstraction. The highest
compression is reached in the network’s bottleneck section. Subsequently, the decoder
decompresses the feature maps until the spatial dimensions of the original simulation
cell are met again. Skip connections between encoder and decoder blocks ascertain
information flow.

Our adaptation of the U-Net architecture is depicted in Figure 2. It preserves the fundamental131



structure of the original U-Net while incorporating modifications to consider three dimensional132

complex-valued data. Accommodating for three independent complex channels on both, the133

input and output data, enables us to map materials with a uniform and non-uniform refractive134

index with arbitrary loss-coefficients to complex valued three dimensional electric fields where135

the imaginary part corresponds to the phase, which is needed to seed FDFD-algorithms. We136

apply symmetric zero-padding in each dimension of the input layer, such that the activation137

map size can be decreased in the encoder for at least four times by a factor of two, enabling138

variable input sizes. This downsampling operation is implemented by applying stridden 2× 2× 2139

convolutions to connect the decoder blocks, which has been shown to be superior to pooling140

operations [22]. The four blocks employ three 3D-convolutional layers with a kernel-size of141

3 × 3 × 3 and 2𝑙+5 output channels with 𝑙 being the index of the encoder block starting at 𝑙 = 0.142

After each layer we apply a ReLU-activation function [23]. The output of the second layer in each143

block is connected with its counterpart in the decoder section using a skip-connection. After144

passing through the encoder section, the data is processed in the bottleneck. It implements two145

3D-convolutional layers with 512 channels, and ReLU-activations. The output of the bottleneck146

serves as input to the decoder section. The decoder section implements the encoder blocks in the147

reverse order where the blocks are connected using transposed convolution operations to provide148

additional learnable parameters to reconstruct the input-shape. The skip connections originating149

from the second layer of each encoder block are connected to the input of the second layer of150

each decoder block and are thus concatenated with the output of the transposed convolutional151

layers. The output of the last decoder block is finally processed by a 1 × 1 × 1 convolution with152

six output channels corresponding to the real and imaginary components of the electric field at153

each grid point of the simulation cell. We do not apply any final activation function to retain the154

full dynamic range of the field components. Finally, we crop the output to yield field-data of155

the same shape as the input before we apply the zero-padding. For the loss function we use the156

mean-squared-error in the training procedure to minimize the difference between the predicted157

and simulated electric field. We further employ the Adam optimizer, a stochastic gradient descent158

method based on adaptive estimation of first-order and second-order moments, which is well159

suited for large-scale data sets and non-convex optimization problems [24].160

4. Application to the Inverse Design of an Asymmetric Powersplitter161

In the following, we will apply the above method to structures that were found in the optimization162

process of an asymmetric powersplitter as an exemplary device. Being substantial components163

of photonic integrated circuits, the efficiency of these elements has great impact on the system’s164

overall performance, for example in optical communication [25,26], optical phased arrays [27,28]165

or signal processing in complex chip layouts [29]. The optimization was conducted using166

an autonomously learning agent [30] where a splitting ratio of 90 by 10 for a wavelength of167

_ = 775 nm was cosen as the objective. We here consider the 100 nm tantalum-pentoxide-on-168

insulator platform, which has attractive properties for nonlinear and quantum photonics [2,31,32].169

The simulation extends over 120 by 100 by 50 grid cells of 40 nm side lengths each, while170

including a perfectly matched layer of 10 pixels in each direction. Our model was trained171

on 22′750 samples, while the validation- and test-sets consisted of 3′750 and 750 samples,172

respectively, featuring discrete, i.e. fabrication-ready, permittivity distributions.173

In Figure 3 (a) we show an exemplary device, which is part of our test-set. We observe a very174

high agreement of the simulated and predicted electric field, of which we show the dominant175

field component for a fundamental transverse electric input mode in Figure 3 (b) and Figure 3176

(c), respectively. To illustrate the differences between the simulated and predicted field, we177

show the deviation for each pixel in Figure 3 (d). The largest variations arise when a high178

intensities occur at complex geometrical features, which can be observed close to the input179

waveguide at the top of the design area in the depicted example. We conducted the training for180
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Fig. 3. (a) Structure of an exemplary asymmetric powersplitter in the test-data set.
The presence of dielectric material and air are depicted in blue and white, respectively.
(b) The simulated electric field. (c) The electric field as predicted by the model.
(d) The (re-scaled) difference of the simulated and predicted field. All field plots
show the dominant E𝑦-component, which is oriented perpendicular to the direction
of propagation. (e) The loss-functions for the training- and validation-set. (f) The
evolution of the FDFD-residuals for the predicted and simulated field during training as
calculated for the test-data set. (g) The share of FDFD-iterations that were saved on the
test-set using the predicted field as a starting point compared to initialization with a
zero-vector.

245 epochs, where we found the best performance on the validation-set at epoch 215 based of181

the smallest mean-square-error deviation between the predicted and the simulated fields, which182

is depicted in Figure 3 (e). We observe a monotonic decrease of the FDFD-residual calculated183

every ten epochs for the test-set, which is shown in Figure 3 (f). Until a certain residual is184

reached, this directly translates to savings in the number of iterations required to finalize the185

simulation when initializing the FDFD-solver with the predicted field, as shown in Figure 3 (g).186

We save an average of 47.3 % of the FDFD-iterations in the optimal case, which directly translates187

into time- and resource savings. However, we note that after a certain number of epochs, the188

FDFD-residual, surprisingly, does not directly correlate with additional savings in the number189

of required FDFD-iterations. We attribute this behavior to the non-monotonic characteristics190

of conjugate-gradient based solvers, despite the BiCGSTAB algorithm employed in this work191

offering a good trade-off between overall convergence speed and stability [16].192



5. Application to Other Device Layouts and Retraining193

We further apply our model, which has previously been trained for predicting fields for the194

asymmetric powersplitter, to other inverse designed structures to demonstrate the versatility of the195

method. Corresponding exemplary structures found while optimizing a symmetric powersplitter196

and a fundamental to TE20 modeconverter for the 100 nm Ta2O5 platform, are shown in Figure 4197

(a) and (b), respectively. While the fields predicted by the model trained on the asymmetric198

powersplitter data already yielded improvements in the number of FDFD-iterations required199

to finish the simulation when applied directly, i.e. without retraining, a short retraining using200

a reduced number of structures encountered in the new optimization procedure, leads to a201

significantly stronger improvement, as shown in Figure 4 (c). The retraining was conducted202

on a training-set of 2048 and 2560 new samples that were generated during the optimization203

procedure of the symmetric powersplitter and the modeconverter, respectively. For the symmetric204

powersplitter, we see an improvement from 39.4 % ±9.9 % to 53.0 % ±15.8 % and for the205

modeconverter we observe an increase in the share of saved FDFD-iterations from 27.8 % ±9.6 %206

to 48.4 % ±14.1 %.207

Figure 4 (d) and (e) show the simulated, predicted and difference fields before and after208

retraining for the symmetric powersplitter and modeconverter, respectively. Prior to being209

retrained, the model is already capable of predicting fields that resemble the simulated fields210

reasonably well to guarantee appreciable resource savings during FDFD-simulations. Although211

it has never been exposed to training data featuring surrounding waveguide geometries, such as212

the wider centralized output waveguide in the modeconverter structures show in Figure 4 (b), the213

model is able to generalize and correctly predicts a propagating wave in the output waveguide214

where the majority of light is propagating in the desired TE20 target mode. However, one can215

observe a bias resulting from the asymmetric training data only consisting of fields where the216

majority of the power is routed to the left output port in the predicted fields for the symmetric217

powersplitter. After retraining the model, the predictions do no longer exhibit the aforementioned218

bias and the overall magnitude of the difference field is significantly reduced, thus allowing for219

additional resource savings.220

6. Conclusion221

We introduced a deep learning-based method to predict the electromagnetic field response222

for inverse designed nanophotonic structures exposed to a specific input mode. We adapted223

the U-Net architecture and proved our model’s ability to associate sub-wavelength structures224

with the corresponding electromagnetic fields and deduce knowledge about unseen structures.225

The method is applicable to any iterative inverse design algorithm based on finite-difference226

frequency-domain simulations. For the example of an asymmetric powersplitter we find that227

training on a corresponding data set reduces the time expenditure of the simulation routines228

by 47.3 % on average. The model is able to generalize and deliver accurate predictions for229

structures with qualitatively different shapes, waveguide geometries and functionalities, such as230

the symmetric powersplitter and the modeconverter, shown in Figure 4 (a) and (b), respectively.231

When using the original model to predict initial field vectors seeding the FDFD-procedure232

we were able to save 39.4 % and 27, 8 % of the FDFD-iterations, respectively, which directly233

translates into runtime and resource savings. A short retraining on a limited number of directly234

related samples significantly improved the resource savings to an average of 53.0 % and 48.4 %235

for the symmetric powersplitter and modeconverter, respectively. We note that these resource236

savings improve the previous result for the asymmetric powersplitter, which we attributed to the237

increased diversity within the training data set, thus enhancing the model’s ability to generalize.238

It is straightforward to apply our architecture to larger simulation cells, where the computational239

effort increases orders of magnitude faster than the effort for model inference. We hence expect240
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the difference between the predicted field and the simulated field before retraining
(rescaled), the predicted field after retraining, the difference between the predicted field
and the simulated field after retraining (rescaled).

that the effectiveness of the proposed deep-learning extension improves further when applied241

to larger problems. We also expect a higher sample-efficiency as well as improved quality of242

the predictions when the model is trained on device-field combinations, additionally featuring243

continuous rather than just discrete permittivity distributions. These structures, although not244

representing realizable devices, are often encountered in established inverse design routines [9] and245

provide additional insights, for example related to wavelength-permittivity relations. Moreover,246

analytical inverse design methods often rely on the calculation of adjoint fields, which the model247

could also be trained on.248



Furthermore, we see room for improving specific aspects of our model architecture. Apart249

from additional hyperparameter tuning concerning parameters such as the number of layers and250

filters in the encoder-, decoder- and bottleneck-block, the usage of regularization techniques, such251

as dropout [33], might increase the quality of the predicted fields. Using dropout also facilitates252

the possibility to query the model multiple times using the Monte-Carlo dropout scheme [34].253

We consider the analysis of the variance of the predicted fields under consideration of certain254

dropout-connections a promising approach for obtaining a prediction certainty metric, which255

can be used to decide if a first-order FDFD-simulation following the prediction may be omitted256

entirely.257

Reverted queries, inverting the direction of the data flow, may hold further potential for258

exploiting the model’s ability for generalization. Specifying a target field and inferring a matching259

structure could, for example, be applied to models trained on powersplitters in order to find260

devices exhibiting different splitting ratios. Resulting structures may then provide a starting point261

for further optimization using established inverse design algorithms. The model capabilities for262

predicting fields for waveguide geometries that significantly differ from the geometries it has263

been trained on, indicates the possibility to construct a universal backbone for field predictions in264

arbitrary environments. The accuracy can then again be significantly increased by retraining265

such models using very small data sets featuring related geometries, underlying the potential of266

our method for complex inverse design problems.267
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